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An objective in the Large-Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE)


is the design of a sampling strategy for estimating wheat area


and ,production in a country of interest with a precision level


fixed in advance. So far, two sampling strategies have been


proposed. This report evaluates the sampling strategy referred


to as the new, or second-generation, sampling strategy.


1.2 TWO SAMPLING STRATEGIES


The two sampling strategies in LACIE are based on stratification.


The sampling strategy referred to as the old or the first­

generation sampling strategy uses as strata the smallest politi­

cal subdivision in a country for which information on wheat area


and yield is available. In the United States, such strata are


the counties, and in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics


(U.S.S.R.) they are the oblasts. The second-generation sampling


strategy uses the agrophysical units (APUs) as strata. The APUs


are strata that are homogeneous with respect to the agricultural


density [as determined from Land Satellite (Landsat) imagery],


soil, and climatic condition. In the new sampling strategy, the


strata are classified into two groups, A and B. If the Classifi­

cation and Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) estimate of wheat density


is available for three or more segments in a stratum, then the


stratum is said to belong to Group A. If the CAMS estimate


is available for less than three segments, the stratum is classi­

fied as Group B. The wheat area and production and their vari­

ances are directly estimated in a Group A stratum; but in a
 

Group B stratum, the wheat area in the stratum in the epoch year,


is used to estimate it. Epoch year data refers to some historic


data obtained from a previous census or from the Statistical


Reporting Service (SRS) of the U. S. Department of Agriculture








From the political subdivision level data, stratum level wheat


area is estimated by an apportioning procedure.


1.3 NEW SAMPLING STRATEGY REQUIREMENT


According to the new sampling strategy plan, the new sampling


strategy can provide wheat area and production estimates with








1. 	 Good stratification: The strata should be homogeneous with


respect to wheat density and yield.


2. 	 Good apportioned estimates: The apportioned estimate of


wheat area in a stratum should be close to its true wheat


area in the epoch year.


3. 	 Good CAMS estimate: The error in the CAMS estimate of wheat


area in a segment should be small.


1.4 NEW SAMPLING STRATEGY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION


In the performance evaluation of the new sampling strategy in a


country, it should be determined


1. 	 Whether the requirements cited in section 1.3 have been met.


2. 	 Whether, once the requirements have been met, the estimates


of wheat area and production have the preassigned precision.








In a testing mode, the new sampling strategy has been applied


to two states in the United States (Kansas and North Dakota) and


three oblasts in the U.S.S.R. (Kurgan, Kustanai, and Tselinograd).


The strata used there have been obtained by intersecting the'








to as the refined strata. In connection with the new sampling


strategy, the following tasks have been performed:
 

1. 	 The quality of the stratification in both the United States


and the U.S.S.R. has been evaluated. Six states in the
 













3. 	 Estimates of wheat area, production, and their variances


have been obtained at different times in the growing season


in the two states in the United States and the three oblasts


in the U.S.S.R. The area and production estimates in the
 

United States have been compared with the corresponding SRS
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2. 	 STRATIFICATION QUALITY EVALUATION


According to the new sampling strategy, all strata in a good
 

stratificatibn are homogeneous with respect to wheat density and


yield. The APUs, or the constituent refined strata, are believed


to be homogeneous with respect to agricultural density, soil, and


climatic condition. It has been assumed that if any stratum is


homogeneous with respect to agricultural density, it will be


homogeneous with respect to wheat density also; and'if a stratum


is 	 homogeneous with respect to soil and climatic condition, then


it 	 will be homogeneous with respect to yield. However,


* 	 With respect to agricultural density, a refined stratum in


an APU may be homogeneous, whereas the APU itself may not be.


* 	 A refined stratum may be homogeneous with respect to agri­

cultural density but not with respect to wheat density; or


it may also be homogeneous with respect to soil and climatic


condition but not with respect to yield.


o 	 Administrative strata (such as the CRD) may be more homoge­

neous with respect to agricultural density, wheat density,
 

or yield than the refined strata.


To 	 evaluate the quality of the current agrophysical stratifica­

tion, the following tests have been conducted.


1. 	 APU Homogeneity Test: If an APU is as homogeneous as its


refined strata with respect to agricultural density, the


mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation


(CV) of agricultural density in the APU will be close to


those in each refined stratum. Thus, for testing the


homogeneity of agricultural density in an APU, its mean,











2. 	 Correlation Test: In a stratum, homogeneity of agricultural
 

density implies homogeneity of wheat density if the agricul­

tural density and the wheat density are highly correlated


(correlation coefficient close to +1 or -1). Estimates of


coefficients of correlation between agricultural and wheat


densities are obtained for the refined strata. A refined


stratum cannot be homogeneous with respect to wheat density


if the estimate of correlation coefficient is not signifi­

cantly different from zero.


3. 	 Variance Reduction Test: A stratification is better than


another stratification if it has smaller within-strata


variation of wheat density and yield. With respect to agri­

cultural density, a stratification is better than another


if it has smaller within-strata variation of agricultural


density. Again, the larger the between-strata variation,


the smaller the variation within strata. So, the variations


between strata of those variables for the administrative


and the agrophysical stratifications are compared. The one


with the larger between-strata variation is the better one.


2.1 APU HOMOGENEITY TEST


This test was conducted in 36 APUs in the U.S.S.R. The mean,


the standard deviation, and the CV of the agricultural density


are computed for each APU and its constituent refined strata


(see table 1). Very few APUs are actually homogeneous, but


some APUs are more heterogeneous than the others. For example,


the second APU appears to be more heterogeneous than any other


APU. Based on such empirical evidence, it should be decided how


much heterogeneity can be tolerated. Only then can a decision


rule be made. If many strata are heterogeneous, a readjustment








TABLE I.- MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND CV OF AGRICULTURAL


DENSITY IN APUs 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APU Refined strata Mean Standarddeviation CV 
15 Ryazan 0.66 0.32 0.485 
Gorki .63 .32 .508 
Mari .53 .32 .604 
Ivanovo .39 .30 .769 
Moscow .27 .22 .815 
Kostroma .40 .33 .825 
Vladimir .51 .36 .706 
Yaroslavl .48 .33 .688 
Total: .523 .342 .654 
16 Bashkir .48 .36 .750 
Gorki .68 .31 .456 
Kirov .73 .27 .370 
Mari .63 .33 .524 
Udmurt .62 .33 .532 
Perm .66 .29 .439 
Ryazan .85 .26 .306 
Mordva .52 .32 .615 
Lipetsk .96 .11 .115 
Penza .35 .26 .743 
Chuvash .67 .31 .463 
Tatar .71 .29 .408 
Tambov 1.00 0 0 
Total: .659 .321 .487 
17 Rostov .66 .39 .591 
Mordva .76 .31 .408 
Tambov .85 .25 .294 






APU Refined strata 	 Mean 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































32 Chelyabinsk 0.76 0.23 0.303


Total: .622 .332 .533


33 Bashkir .50 .32 .640


Tatar .55 .30 .546


Total: .516 .315 .609


34 	 Kokchetav .90 .16 .178


Kustanai .65 .32 .492


Severo-Kazakhstan .49 .33 .653


Kurgan .33 .28 .849


Chelyabinsk .42 .35 .833


Total: 	 .533 .343 .643


35 	 Turgay .64 .37 .578


Tselinograd .51 .38 .745


Kokchetav .40 .35 .875


Kustanai .48 .36 .750


Karaganda .63 .30 .476


Pavlodar .44 .26 .591


Total: 	 .547 .368 .672


36 Bashkir .37 .33 .892


Sverdlovsk .73 .31 .425


Total: .559 .367 .656


37 	 Omsk .78 .30 .385


Pavlodar .73 .30 .411


Kokchetav .53 .37 .698


Severo-Kazakhstan .59 .34 .576


Total: 	 .467 .419 .897


39 Perm .67 .32 .472


Sverdlovsk .81 .29 .358











The coefficient of correlation between county-level agricultural


density (as determined from Landsat imagery) and wheat density


(in 1976 SRS report) was computed for 43 refined strata in six


U.S. Great Plains states: Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska,


South Dakota, and Minnesota. Each estimate was tested for its


significant difference from zero at a significance level of 0.05.


The results are presented in table 2.


Table 2 shows that the county-level agricultural and wheat den­

sities are often uncorrelated; they are correlated in only eight


strata out of a total of 43. Most of the refined strata, then,
 

cannot be expected to be homogeneous with respect to wheat den­

sity. Thus, the current agrophysical strata or refined strata


may not fulfill the requirement of the new sampling strategy.


Agricultural density was used as one of the stratification


variables in defining the agrophysical strata. Such strata


may be homogeneous with respect to agricultural density but


not with respect to wheat density. If segment-level wheat and


agricultural densities in a stratum are highly correlated, then


the stratum can be expected to be homogeneous with respect to


segment-level wheat density whenever it is homogeneous with


respect to segment-level agricultural density. Since segment­

level agricultural density data are not available in distin­

guishable form, the correlation coefficient of segment-level


wheat and agricultural densities cannot be estimated. However,


the correlation coefficient can be estimated from county-level


data. The segment- and the county-level correlation coefficients


will be the same if the wheat and agricultural densities are


equally correlated in all counties in the same refined stratum.


In a homogeneous stratum, county and segment level correlation








TABLE 2.- COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION BETWEEN COUNTY-LEVEL


WHEAT AND AGRICULTURAL DENSITY 
Refined stratum 
Refined stratu_ Correlation Number of Significantfrom 0 
State APO coefficientStatAPU(level counties from 00.05) 
Texas 3 -0.02 9 No 
2 -.71 5 No 
5 .39 10 No 
1-1 -.36 14 No 
4 .39 22 No 
Lower 6 .06 14 No 
Lower 6 -.30 6 No 
9 -.24 6 No 
Oklahoma 9 -1.00 2 No 
Upper 6 -.46 ii No 
7 -.59 22 Yes 
3 -.25 5 No 
1-2 -.43 34 Yes 
Kansas 9 .45 13 No 
8 .81 8 Yes 
Upper 6 -. 32 3 No 
7 .41 9 No 
1-2 -.39 7 No 
13 .06 18 No 
14 .61 11 Yes 
12 .63 16 Yes 
15 -1.00 2 No 
11 -.05 18 No 
10 0 1 No 
Nebraska 11 .65 15 Yes 
15 .30 40 No 
14 .05 10 No 













































































2.3 VARIANCE REDUCTION TEST FOR COMPARISON OF TWO STRATIFICATIONS


The between-strata sum of squares of county-level agriculture


density (as determined from the Landsat imagery), county-level


wheat density (as in the 1976 SRS report), and county-level


yield (as ,in the 1976 SRS report) are computed for the agro­

physical stratification of eachstate and for the administrative


stratification of each state (into CRD strata). This is repeated


for six states in the U.S. Great Plains (Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, 
Nebraska, South Dakota, and Minnesota). The results are pre­
sented in table 3. 
With respect to wheat density, the agrophysical stratification


is uniformly better than the CRD stratification in all six states


because it has a larger between-strata variation than the CRD


stratification. The between-strata sum of squares of agricul­

tural density in CRD strata is larger than that in the APU


strata only in Minnesota. With respect to agricultural density,


then CRD strata may be more homogeneous than the refined strata


in Minnesota only. With respect to yield, the CRD strata may

















[Relative difference =fI(APU - BSS) - (CRD - BSS)I* (CRD - BSS)1 




State APU - BSS CRD - BSS difference 
Texas 2.6405 1.5115 0.7469 
Oklahoma 1.8797 1.6136 .1649 
Kansas 1.1350 .1808 5.2776 
Nebraska 3.3260 2.8884 .1515 
South Dakota 3.1952 2.7640 .1560 
Minnesota .1224 3.4307 -.9643 




State APJ - BSS CRD - BSS difference 
Texas 0.1870 0.1144 0.6346


Oklahoma 1.4420 1.2840 .1231


Kansas .7770 .7549 .0293


Nebraska .1658 .1361 .2182


South Dakota .0994 .0841 .1819













Texas 2033.3372 2446.8123 -0.1690


Oklahoma 647.5715 537.0007 .2059


Kansas 2366.9094 1236.7139 .9139


Nebraska 1925.0559 851.1799 1.2616


South Dakota 1104.0264 1223.3467 -.0975














In estimating current-year wheat area in a refined stratum from


Group B, according to the new (second-generation) sampling


strategy, one has to know the epoch year's wheat area in the


refined stratum. Since this information is not directly avail­

able from the census, the SRS, or the Foreign Agricultural


Service (FAS), it is obtained from the state's or the oblast's
 

wheat area in the epoch year by the apportioning procedure.


According to the apportioning procedure currently in use, the








stratum = stratum agricultural area x epoch year state),


wheat area state agricultural area ( wheat area ) 
where the agricultural area is estimated from the Landsat


imagery. It has been assumed that the precision of the estimates


of wheat area and variance from Group B strata will increase


with the increase in the accuracy of the apportioned estimates.


If this assumption is valid, then once an epoch year has been


selected, a good apportioning procedure is expected to give











In order to evaluate the performance of the current apportioning


procedure, the following test was conducted. County wheat areas


in 1976 as given by the SRS were used as the epoch year data.


Exact wheat area in the epoch year in a state or a CRD was


obtained by adding the wheat areas in all counties in the state


or the CRD. The CRD and the state wheat areas were determined


for six U.S. Great Plains states (Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas,








each county in those states was estimated from the Landsat


imagery. The current apportioning procedure was used to esti­

mate the CRD wheat area from the state wheat area and state and


CRD agriculture area. The apportioned estimate in each CRD was


compared with the true area., and their relative difference was


computed by the following formula:
 

Relative difference = (Apportioned - True)/True.


The results of the test are presented in table 4. These results


show that the current apportioning procedure is not performing


well. The apportioned estimates are sometimes overestimates


and sometimes underestimates. The deviation of the estimates











TABLE 4.­ 1976 
State CRD 
 
















































SRS AND APPORTIONED WHEAT AREA 




(1000 acres) 	 (1000 acres)­

427.4 	 615.5 
 
553.8 	 454.9 
 
467.2 	 501.2 
 
460.3 	 518.2 
 








150.1 	 342.9 
 
1026.0 	 776.8 
 






106.5 	 468.8 
 






414.0 	 872.5 
 
1160.0 	 1154.2 
 































































































State D True wheat 
(1000 acres) 
Apportioned 
wheat I (1000 acres) 
-Relative 
difference 
Nebraska 1 910.0 477.2 -0.48 
2 11.8 420.6 34.65 
3 22.0 351.7 14.99 
4 517.7 355.2 -.31 
5 100.0 332.3 2.32 
6 305.0 355.2 .16 
7 330.0 201.5 -.39 
8 596.0 298.7 -.50 
South Dakota 1 511.4 499.6 -.02 
2 939.6 432.4 -.54 
3 512.9 310.0 -.40 
4 250.4 406.8 .62 
5 347.7 361.3 .04 
6 99.5 272.5 1.74 
7 118.4 185.6 .57 
8 227.9 341.6 .50 
9 56.7 254.7 3.49 
Minnesota 1 1869.5 1154.0 -.38 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
4 1078.4 886.8 -.18 
5 276.9 886.8 2.20 
6 0 0 0 
7 181.2 494.0 1.73 










The new sampling strategy provides wheat area and production


estimates with preassigned precision only if the three require­

ments (good stratification, good apportioned estimate, and good


CAMS estimates) are met. Because it is impossible to meet all


the requirements in any country, including the United States, the







The evaluation plan includes the simulation of a state with 10


refined strata. In each stratum- the actual wheat area in each


segment is obtained as a normal random number from a normal


population; the mean and the variance of the population deter­

mine the mean and variance of the per-segment wheat area in the
 

stratum. For each stratum, two different sets of normal random


numbers are generated. Each set has different population mean


and variance; one set corresponds to the epoch year data and the


other to the current year data. Epoch year data are used for


sample segment allocation and estimation in Group B strata.


From the current year data in each stratum, the allocated number


of normal random numbers is randomly selected. These numbers


represent the CAMS error-free estimate of wheat area in the


sample segments. These error-free CAMS estimates are used to


obtain the state wheat area estimate by the new sampling strategy
 

aggregation procedure. Then, the estimates of wheat area and


variance are compared with the actual wheat area and the actual


expected value of the sampling variance. The respective mean


and standard deviations of'segment wheat proportions in each













segments Mean Standard Mean Standard






 200 ,.3575 .1351 .38 .142 
3 250 .2646 .1422 .30 .153 
4 225 .4896 .1821 .47 .201 
5 150 .2043 .1135 .17 .109 
6 125 .1538 .0953 .18 .112 
7 100 .1938 .0912 .12 .081 
8 50 .0835 .085 .09 .091 
9 75 .0972 .1012 .08 .121 
10 90 .0714 .1211 .05 .095


The'simulated state is shown in figure 1. The results of wheat


area and variance estimates in each stratum obtained by means of


the new sampling strategy are given in tables 5 and 6. Because 
of a time constraint, only two runs were made, each with a dif­
ferent number of sample segments. 













































































4 609 448.0 
 
1 951 588.0 
 
1 948 183.0 
 
























4 941 638.0 
 
1 591 353.0 
 
2 050 491.0 
 










































































4 609 448.0 
 
1 951 588.0 
 
1 948 183.0 
 




















5 138 678.0 
 
1 660 344.0 
 
2 160 087.0 
 





























































No. of Estimated True No. of Estimated True 
Stratum samplesegments wheatvariance, samplingvariance, Relativedifference samplesegments wheatvariance, samplingvariance Relativedifference 
used acres 2 acres2 used acres 2 acres2 
1 37 78 483 x 106 10 921 106 6.186 i5 175 187 w 106 29 194 x 106 5.001 
2 15 28 433 60 290 -.528 6 34 547 159 059 -.781 
3 26 32 240 32 420 -.006 11 83 062 81 760 .016 
4 17 67 744 36 862 .838 7 108 621 93 826 .158 
5 16 8 575 28 330 -.697 6 32 570 81 187 -.599 
6 7 18 743 12 896 .453 3 63 581 31 112 1.044 
7 4 1 744 16 648 -.895 1 673 68 677 -.990 
8 1 50 7 684 -.993 0 1 119 0 
9 6 1 839 3 292 -.441 2 4 547 10 452 -.565 
10 6 2 114 5 612 -.623 2 753 17 638 -.957 






Aggregations were performed in the states of Kansas and North


Dakota and in the oblasts of Kurgan, Kustanai, and Tselinograd.


Second-generation sampling strategy aggregation formulae were


used as documented in the LACIE Level 3 baseline requirements


document (ref. 1) for the Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS). In-'


puts to the aggregation formulae are as follows:


a. 	 Allocation and segment selection.


b. 	 Wheat estimate for each allocated segment. If an allocated


segment has no wheat estimate, no estimate is used in the








c. 	 Historic wheat acreage for each stratum.


d. 	 Per-segment wheat proportion for each stratum.








f. 	 List of adjacent refined strata in a political subdivision.


g. 	 Yield and yield variance.


The 	 allocation data sets are defined as follows:


o 	 NEW - Allocations for both the United States and the U.S.S.R.


were performed, using the second-generation allocation methods


described in reference 1. Segments chosen specifically for


this allocation are referred to as second-generation segments


in text and "NEW" in the tables and figures.


o 	 MIX - Because the number of second-generation segments that


CAMS could process was limited, a scheme was devised for ful­

filling the second-generation allocation requirements (see


appendix A) by using a mixture of first- and second-generation


segments. This choice of segments for the United States is











o 	 NSS - No second-generation segments were processed in the


U.S.S.R. The mixed segments are a subset of the first:








O 	 OLD - Aggregations of all available first-generation segments 
using second-generaton formulae are referred to as "OLD" in 
the tables and figures. 
o 	 CAS - Aggregations using Phase III (first-generation) formulae


and first-generation segments were made by CAS and are there­

fore referred to as "CAS." The segment estimate histories
 













The allocation of sample segments to,the states of Kansas and


North Dakota and their refined strata (universal strata inter­

sected with political subdivision boundaries) is reported in


reference 2, and the number of segments allocated to each area


is given in the aggregation report (appendix C). The sample
 

segments used in the mixed aggregations are given in appendix A.


(The segment numbers for Kansas are taken from reference 3 and








Ratioed wheat estimates from CAS area estimates and Landsat


acquisition data (LAD) report are used for first-generation


segments. Winter wheat estimates are given for Kansas and


spring wheat estimates for North Dakota. The winter wheat to


winter grain ratio of 1i.00 was used to determine winter wheat


estimates in Kansas. 1 The ratio was applied to CAMS small grain








estimates for second-generation segments'that were not-ratioed


by CAS. In North Dakota, the spring wheat to spring grain ratios


for each first-generation segment were retrieved from the Histpr­

ical Ratio Data File Generation/Diagnostic Listing 77US6 History


File Dump provided by CAS. This data dump lists first-generation


segment numbers and their respective ratios. A second-generation


segment was assigned the same ratio as a first-generation segment


in the same county (see appendix D for the second-generation ratio


list). The appropriate ratio was applied to second-generatioR


segments prior to aggregation.


Throughout the year, several first-generation segments were


dropped from the LAD report and CAS aggregations because'of


screening, thresholding, and deletion procedures. The segments


were also omitted from the aggregations of the second-generation


sampling strategy. The procedures were not applied to second7


generation segments. Screening, thresholding, and deletion of








The historic wheat acreage was ratioed from the 1974 state census


wheat figure using the formula,


refined stratum state wheat acres 
 X refined stratum


wheat acres state agricultural acres agricultural acre.


The agricultural areas were generated to support the allocation


report (ref. 2) based on the raw data in reference 5, a listing


of agricultural percentages per segment. The segment proportion


variances are taken from the allocation report (ref. 2). The,


number of agricultural segments is taken from reference5. An











4.2.1.3 Adjacent Refined Strata


The following tables of adjacent refined strata were determined


from the U.S. Great Plains universal strata map current in








STRATUM 1-26 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15


1-2 X X X


6 X X X 
7X X X X


8 X X X XX X 




11 X X X X


12 X X X X XX












STRATUM 19 20 21 22 
19 X X 
20 X X 
21 X X X 







The following yield figures from the Center for Climatic and


Environmental Assessment (CCEA) are provided by the USDA in


bushels per acre. The CCEA yields are state level (Kansas).























Feyerherm yield figures, provided by the USDA for Kansas at


the refined stratum using information available up to July for


all the Feyerherm yield runs, are as follows:


State Refined Date Feyerherm yield, Feyerherm yield 2 
stratum bu/acre variance, bu/acre 
Kansas 1-2 July 39.4 29.574 
Kansas 6 July 22.1 18.508 
Kansas 7 July 32.7 17.238 
Kansas 8 July 24.3 25.510 
Kansas 9 July 22.8 14.562 
Kansas 10 July 21.6 11.967 
Kansas 11 July 24.1 12.263 
Kansas 12 July 29.6 19.314 
Kansas 13 July 35.2 15.688 
Kansas 14 July 32.0 20.635 




Yield figures for the two CCEA strata that intersect refined













ND 19 Y1 August, December 19.5 14.44


ND 19 Y2 August, December 31.4 12.96


ND 20 Yl August, December 19.5 14.44


ND 20 Y2 August, December 31.4 12.96


ND 21 Y1 August, December 19.5 14.44


ND 22 Y2 August, December 19.5 12.96








The allocation of sample segments to each of the three oblasts


in the U.S.S.R. and their refined strata is reported in refer­

ence_6. The number of segments allocated appears on each


aggregation report sheet in appendix C. The subset of first­

generation segments used in the "NSS" aggregations was reported


in reference 7 (see appendix A). Each segment was assigned to


a refined stratum by maximizing the segment area in a refined


stratum. The segments were chosen at random from the first­

generation segment set. If not enough first-generation segments


were available to fill the allocation in a refined stratum, the


remainder were chosen from second-generation segments. However,


since no second-generation segment estimates were received, the








Ratioed spring wheat estimates from the CAS area estimates and








contains only first-generation segments.) Aggregation dates








Discrepancies were noted and resolved as follows:


* 	 Segment 8090 was aggregated with Kurgan and listed in stratum


KUR 11. It appeared in the LAD report under Kustanai.


* 	 Segments 8115, 8306, and 8316 are categorized with the non­

agricultural refined strata in Tselinograd and were not in­

cluded in the September and October aggregations.
 

Historic spring wheat was computed using 1971 figures provided


by USDA for each oblast. The formula,


agricultural acres × acres wheat in oblast = acres wheat in


in refined stratum agricultural acres in oblast refined stratum


was solved for wheat acres in each refined stratum using the 1971


historic wheat provided by the USDA and the agricultural acres for


the allocation report (ref. 6). The segment proportion variances,


taken from reference 6, were computed in accordance with the CAS


Level 3 baseline requirements. The number of agricultural seg­

ments, a list of per-segment agriculture percentages at the re­

fined strata level, was also taken from reference 6. A segment








The data base resulting from the historic wheat estimates, the


segment proportion variances, and the number of agricultural









Refined Historic proportion agricultural
stratum wheat, acres variance segments


KUR 9 3 006 099 0.0182 76


KUR 11 2 38-1 175 .0078 143


KST 8 4 019 453 .0423 510


KST 9 4 217 131 .0038 493


TSL 3 20 697 .0015 9


TSL 4 48 293 .0099 11


TSL 7 3 568 750 .0143 110


TSL 8 3 021 176 .0500 574


4.2.2.3 Adjacent Refined Strata


The tables of adjacent refined strata were determined from the


version of the U.S.S.R. spring wheat indication region that was














STRATUM 3 4 7 8 
3 x x x 
4 X X 
7 X X X 




In Tselinograd, only stratum 8 was Group A.- Strata 7 and 3
 

adjoin 8; stratum 4 does not. However, to provide a Group A


stratum for use in the calculation of the ratio estimate for














































Because yield figures were available only at the oblast level,


the production calculation was reduced to






Production variance = (area) x area variance 
+ (yield) x area variance








Area was converted to hectares (2.471 acres = 1 hectare), and











Tables 7 to 12 and figures 2 to 7 present the aggregation results.


The tables display end-of-season results, and the figures show








To ensure uniformity of the input data, identical CAMS process­

ing procedures were requested for first- and second-generation


segments before the study began. Because of operational diffi­

culties, this requirement was not met.


First-generation sample segment wheat estimates were updated


throughout the growing season. Hence, the monthly aggregations


reflect the real-time changes in the wheat estimates. Second­

generation segments were updated less frequently.


Tables 7 and 8 chart the segment update histories for Kansas and


North Dakota, respectively. An examination of the tables shows


that the second-generation segments were updated much less


frequently than the first-generation.


a. Estimates for Kansas were provided in June and updated


considerably for the July aggregation (table 7). One more


segment was received in September, but the most appropriate


date for comparisons of area estimates is July (fig. 2).


Figure 3 gives the production estimates for Kansas (old,








TABLE 7.- COMPARISON OF SAMPLE SEGMENT ESTIMATE ACQUISITION


AND UPDATES FOR STRATEGIES IN KANSAS


No. of segments No. updated No. deleted No. added


Date ,Strategy used in from previous from previous from previous­

allocation aggregation aggregation aggregation


6/8 	 CAS 112 0 0 0


OLD 112 0 	 0 0


MIX 67 0 0 0


NEW 49 0 0 0


7/13 CAS ill 41 4 5


OLD ill 41 4 5


MIX 75 21 9 1


NEW 74 8 0 25


8/10 CAB 113 30 0 2


OLD 113 30 0 2


MIX 76 17 0 1


NEW 74 0 	 0 0


9/19 	 CAS 107 13 2 8


OLD 107 13 2 8


MIX 70 10 7 1


NEW 76 0 0 2


10/11 	 CAS 108 35 0 1


OLD 108 35 0 1


MIX 70 15 0 0








TABLE 8.- COMPARISON OF SAMPLE SEGMENT ESTIMATE ACQUISITION


AND UPDATES FOR STRATEGIES IN NORTH DAKOTA 









aggregation aggregation aggregation aggregation 
8/10 CAS 60 0 0 0 
8/10 MIX 51 0 0 0 
8/10 NEW' 34 0 0 0 
9/9 CAS 60 20 16 16 
9/9 MIX 47 19 10 6 
9/9 NEWa 34 0 0 0 
10/11 CAS 70 11 0 9 
10/11 MIX 51 16 0 4 
10/11 NEWa 34 0 0 0 
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(a) old segments. 


































(by Mixed segments. 

























































b. 	 North Dakota estimates were provided for the August aggre­

gation (table 8) and were updated in December (table 9).


The data set contained pnly 34 segment estimates out of 83


allocated. These have average wheat estimates lower than


estimates of approximately the same Julian date and stratum


from the first-generation set. This anomaly may be due
 

to choice of sample or to differences in planting dates.


(Note that figure 4 shows low, constant NEW estimates,








A study of the behavior of the Feyerherm yield model and a com­

parison of the production estimates using Feyerherm yields with


those using CCEA yields (tables 10 and 11) were proposed. The


Feyerherm yield figures were generated only for Kansas and only
 

for the July aggregation; they utilized meteorological informa­

tion acquired up until July. These figures were used in previous


and subsequent aggregations. The CCEA yield model figures re­

mained constant after July; so the use of July Feyerherm figures


may be acceptable. However, comparison is inappropriate becauge








If the assumption is made that the input data to the aggregation


are 	 comparable for all the schemes, the superior estimate will


be close to the true figure with a small CV (CV is the estimate


divided by the standard error) and will be a measure of the


variability of the estimate. The input data are not comparable


because of the difference in segment processing and yield model


generation. In the United States, the SRS estimates are the


ground-truth standard; no such standard is currently available


for the U.S.S.R. The FAS estimates are comparable to the SRS in


scope but are not currently available. Relative difference was


computed in the United States for all estimates relative to the








TABLE 9.- SUMMARY OF DECEMBER AGGREGATION RESULTS FOR











Mix 222 3742 

New 194 5663 

SR a 230 


















































E TIA S ECEEATION 
ESTIMATES WERE RECEIVED AFTER 





SIDE OF ESTIMATE 
('a) Area. 











































TABLE 10.- SUMMARY OF OCTOBER 11, 1977, AGGREGATION RESULTS FOR THE UNITED STATES






Production Productionstandard error ' ffo relativediffference Area, Area standard Vfr Area relative dfenc 




















Kansas OLD 372 23.1 6.3 5.64 12 924 590 4.6 4 82 
Kansas MIX 332 25.7 7.7 -5.72 11 914 757 6.4 -3.40 
Kansas N 347 31 5 9.1 -1.15 12 448 845 6.8 1.20 
Kansas CAS 365 38 5 6.6 3.83 12 669 535 4.2 '2.91 





223 8.3 4 2 -3.04 9 644 436 4.5 1.18 
North Dakota CAB I1 27.7 5.6 -9 00 9 173 403 4.4 -3.89 
North Dakota SRS 230 9 530 
aNo additional se ment estimates were available from August 11 to December 1977. 
bproduction using CCO yields. 
estimte 8CAa1tL difference - estimate SR 
TABLE 11.- SUMMARY OF OCTOBER 11, 1977, PRODUCTION AGGREGATION















































































































standad eror relativ 

ta billion2 1:or production, I difference 

with respect




25 7 7.7 '5 72 

31 5 9.1 -1 15 







The desired estimates for area and production in the U.S.S.R.


(figs. 5 to 7) ideally are very close to the true figures and


have small standard errors relative to the size of the estimate.


In a few cases, such as the oblasts of Kurgan and Tselinograd


(table 12), the sample sizes are so small that the change, addi­

tion, or deletion of even one segment wheat estimate can change


tHe aggregated area estimates and/or standard errors appreciably.


The amount of changes in the aggregation is highly dependent upon


the actual value of the sgement wheat estimate in question. In


these oblasts, many refined strata are categorized in Group B


(they have two or fewer segment estimates). The Group B refined


strata estimates are calculated using the actual CAMS estimates


and ratios of historical wheat and wheat estimates from surround­

ing Group A strata. So, Group B refined strata estimates are


"smoothed" in a fashion. 
 Group A refined strata with the minimal


number of segments have estimates highly dependent on the specific


value used; and in turn, these estimates affect the surrounding


Group B estimates. Variance estimates vary similarly.


4.4 INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
 

Study of the tables, graphs, and detailed aggregation results


is inconclusive because no one strategy uniformly outperforms


another. The most obvious conclusion is that in some cases a


particular strategy is superior, and in others another strategy
 

is preferable. In other areas, all strategies tested have


equally good performance. For example, in Kustanai, all strat­

egies produce essentially the same results but differ quite a


bit in Kurgan.' Some reasons for this difference in performance


are given in section 3. Based on the results presented here,


pragmatism seems to be the best guide; that is, the processing


time for a political subdivision should be weighed against the


quality of the estimates. A choice of strategies should be































thousandha CV for . I 
Area
rative difrene tarh resct to Cdf. 
Kurgqan OLD 020 208 25 3 11.46 707 55 7.8 11.46 
Murgan NSS 953 272 28 6 23.82 821 130 15 8 23.75 
Kurgan CAS 726 165 22 7 626 46 7 3 
Kutanai OLD 1676 639 38 2 06 3493 258 7.4 .11 
Kustanai NSS 1663 616 38 2 72 3465 277 8.0 69 
Kustanal CAS 1675 650 38 8 3489 263 7 5 
TaoLinoqrad OLD 906 356 39 3 1 8 1777 238 12 4 -1 80 
T.aolnoqrad NSS 999 392 39 3 0 39 1959 264 13 5 7 77 
Tolinograd 1 923 365 39.5 1809 274 15.2 1 
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The results of the tests and experiments conducted in Phase III


with the new sampling strategy are as follows:


l 	 Stratification: (1) Correlation test results indicate that


an agrophysical stratum may be homogeneous with respect to


agricultural density but not with respect to wheat density.


(2) Agrophysacal unit homogeneity test results indicate that


with respect to agricultural density many agrophysical units


are not homogeneous, but removal of one or more refined strata








e 	 Apportioning Procedure: (1) The results presented in­

table 4 indicate that the current apportioning procedure


is not performing well and that the apportioned estimates of


refined strata wheat area are often unreliable. (2) The data


base effect study (reported in the July report) indicates that


increase in the accuracy of the apportioned estimates may not








o 	 New Sampling Estimates: The aggregation results indicate that


no conclusion can be made as to which sampling strategy performs


uniformly best. The new sampling strategy estimates are some­

times closer to the estimates of the Statistical Reporting








In the course of experimentation 'with the new sampling strategy,






Stratification Quality Evaluation: (1) So far, no quanti­

tative measure of homogeneity has been defined. It has not


been decided how much heterogeneity in a stratum can be


tolerated. (2) Data necessary for conducting many tests for


strata evaluation are not available. For example, in the


U.S.S.R., wheat area and yield data were not available at any


level lower than that of an oblast.


* 	 Allocation and Aggregation: According to the new sampling


strategy, a stratum receives a small number of sample segments


if the estimate of segment-to-segment wheat area variance is


small. Thus, a stratum may have high wheat density and vari­

ance but receive no segments (or at most a few segments)


because of poor wheat area variance estimate. In this way,


many strata may be inappropriately assigned to Group B; con­

sequently, the precision of the wheat area and production


estimates will be low.


* 	 CAMS/CAS Error: CAMS error refers to the error in the esti­

mates of wheat area proportions in sample segments. CAS error


refers to the error in estimating wheat proportion from small


grains proportion in sample segments as given by CAMS. The CAS


etrors result from the use of inappropriate rataoing methods.


* 	 Missing Data: When an estimate on a sample segment is not


available because of cloud cover or some other reason, the


usual practice in LACIE is to aggregate the available


estimates as if the segment without an estimate did not


belong to the sample. The problem here is the same as the


nonresponse problem in the traditional sample survey. Mere


elimination of the segment from the aggregation may make any








O 	 Bad Data: Often, in early season and sometimes late in


growing season, the CAMS estimates are suspected to be in­







screening procedure, and some estimates are thus 61iminated


from aggregation. Elimination of sample segments,may adversely








The'following recommendations are offered as possible remedies








The boundaries of the current agrophysical strata need to be


ad3usted. All new stratification should be evaluated before


delivery to the user.


The sampling strategy team and the partitioning team should


decide jointly how much heterogeneity in a homogeneous stratum






The criterion should be used in future evaluation






 DATA BASE FOR STRATA EVALUATION, ALLOCATION, AND AGGREGATION


A data base is needed for each LACIE country in order to have a


means of evaluating the agrophysical stratification, verifying


the appropriateness of the allocation, and improving stratum


wheat area and production estimates. The sampling strategy team


and the partitioning team should determine what the important


parameters are and what should be included in the data base.


Much of the data in foreign countries is at such a gross scale


in comparison with county-level data that there needs to be a


means of creating or reducing data meaningfully to a scale


where regional variations can be seen in relation to remotely


sensed data. Data such as agricultural density, soil types, or














Based on all wheat-related information in a LACIE country and


in the United States, the LACIE country can be simulated for


evaluation of a sampling strategy. The simulation study will


show the reTatronship of the true and estimated precision of the
 

sample estimates. The major advantage of a simulation study is


that it does not involve the expensive operations of actual loca­

tion of sample segments, data acquisition, photo interpretation,


and wheat proportion estimation. The parameters that affect the


precision of the sample estimates can also be varied in a con­

trolled fashion. Therefore, more simulation studies should be


made in order to evaluate the new sampling strategy in the foreign
 

countries, study the effect of modifications and changes intro­

duced in the strategy on the precision of the sample estimates,








5.2.4 CAMS ERROR ANALYSIS


A study similar to the blind site study should be undertaken to






























Because of cost and time constraints, it may not be possible to


order or, even if ordered, to process all second-generation


sample segments. To obtain an estnmate~of wheat production with


precision comparable to the precision specified in the sampling


plan, it is necessary to process a certain minimum number of sam­

ple segments. One way to fulfill the sample size requirement


is to supplement the list of available second-generation seg­

ments with the available first-generation segments. Unless


caution is taken in preserving the randomness of the distribu­

tion of sample segments in each refined stratum (second­

generation strategy strata), any statistical statement concerning


the sample estimates made according to the second-generation


strategy will be invalid. A scheme has been devised for the


selection of supplementary first-generation segments preserving


the randomness of distribution in each refined stratum.


A.2 METHOD FOR SELECTING SUPPLEMENTARY FIRST-GENERATION SEGMENTS








" Segments chosen under the first-generation strategy and seg­

ments chosen under the second-generation strategy (second­

generation segments) are available, labeled with both county


name and strata number.








"Count the number of first-generation segments in each unit.






o 	 For each unit, perform the following operation:


a. If the number of first-generation segments is greater


than or equal to the number of second-generation,








b. 	 Otherwise, randomly replace second-generation segments


by first-generation segments until all first-generation


segments in the unit have been used. Some second­

generation segments will remain.


* 	 Note that step b differs from the theoretical proposal.


Theoretically,'all first-generation segments should be used,


and the remaining number necessary for the unit should be


selected at random from all segments possible within the


Goddard constraints. However, the second-generation segments


have already been chosen and must be used.


* 	 Check the spacing between segments. When the first-generation


and second-generation segments were chosen, the segment den­

sity in each case was constrained by Goddard. The same
 







Composite allocations for Kansas, North Dakota, and the three











A.4 	 METHOD FOR UTILIZING FIRST-GENERATION SAMPLE SEGMENTS IN


THE SECOND-GENERATION SAMPLING SCHEME


The method for utilizing first-generation segments in the second­

generation scheme was developed by A. H. Feiveson of JSC. The


following definitions apply to this procedure:






(k}k=l = collection of first-generation strata which intersect S


Nk = total number of segments in 0 k







Mk = total number of segments in 0kns








M = total number of segments in S


mk = number of segments to be selected in 0k













Define J = {Tk-l + i, Tk 1 + -Tk 1 + Tk 
2. 	 Choose a random subset of m from the integers 1, 2, -.-, M.


Let I be that random subset.















cj = 	 P{mk =k 31 
and 
m Mk 
E(mk) - M (B-2) 












b. 	 If Ik < mk' choose all of the Ik originally selected 
segments plus mk - Ik additional ones randomly selected 
from the remaining Mk - Ik in )k S. 






Let 	 (ki = Pr{Ik =




S 	 = second-generation sample.


So 	 = first-generation sample.




















P'(Sk S/Ik = I) 2 ck3JP{SkES/Ik 1, mk,= j} (B-4)
3=0 
P(S kS/Ik = lTmk 3) P(SkcS/Ik = l'mk = 3SkCSo)P(SkCSo/Ik 
imk = j) + P(skCS/I k lIMmk -r%J SSo)P(SkjS/I k 
=I'm k = 3) (B-5) 
P(SkS/Ik = i'mk = JSkcSo) =]/I- >j (B-6) 
1=0 
P(SkCSo/m0 k = ],I = i) = i/Mk (B-7) 
P(sksS/Ik = 1'm k = 3,Sk/S ) = (B-8)
I(j - ) (Mk - 1) j>' 
P(skCSo/mk = I k = i) = (Mk - 1)/M k (B-9) 
0 + ]/Mk i=0I/m
P(SkcS/Ik = imk = 3) = k + (3 - i)/Mk i<) 
3/m k + 0 1>) 
= j/M Mk (B-10)=0,1, m.
Thus, P(skCS/Ik = iM k = j) only depends on j, not i. 
Hence, 
Mk E(mk) m 



















The sample segments in Kansas (from ref. 3) selected prior to






number County Stratum 
803 Cowley 3C 
1170 Harper 3C 
1173 Kiowa 3C 
800 Kingman 3C 
1174 Pratt 3C 
1892 Reno 3C 
1175 Sedgwick 3C 
1893 Stafford 3C 
1176 Sumner 3C 
1033 Clark 4B 
1168 Barber 4B 
812 Kiowa 4B 
1035 Ford 5A 
1292 Hodgeman 5A 
822 Pawnee 5A 
825 Pawnee 5A 
823 Trego 5A 
821 Finney 5B 
1857 Grant 5B 
1025 Greeley 5B 
818 Greeley 5B 
819 Greeley 5B 
1859 Hamilton 5B 
1861 Kearney 5B 
1284 Lane 5B 
1864 Stanton 5B 
833 Bourbon 6 
829 Bourbon 6 
1180 Cherokee 6 
1345 Franklin 6 
839 Franklin 6 
837 Linn 6 
830 Miami 6 
834 Miami 6 
1353 Montgomery 6 
828 Montgomery 6 
836 Osage 6 
840 Osage 6 
1184 Wilson 6 
832 Wilson 6 
842 Lincoln 7A 
1154 Mitchell 7A 



































































































































Universal strata First-generation segments segments




















































































16(S-22) (1) 1912 


















S-8 (44) 	 8344 8312 8308 8324 6927 6950


8114 8116 8342 8105 6944 6935











Oblasts First-generation segments strategy s&gments


S-8 (44) 8109 8104 8341 8335


8103 8108 8305 8353


8402 9080 8102 8304


8321 8336 8360 8370


8356 8123 8354 8380











S-9 (3) 8047 8234 8038








S-8 (35) 8215 8212 8085 8203


8249 8255 8202 8258


8241 8083 8207 8087


8231 8201 8235 8206


8257 8213 8081 8254


8261 8208 8247 8037


8224 8524 8209 8082








S-9 (33) 8233 8240 8089 8248


8011 8237 8078 8080


8214 8251 8076 8204


8200 8245 8263 8256


8084 8232 8079 8210


8252 8239 8230 8218


8253 8236 8252 8262





























A history of sample segments through the 1977'crop year follows.
 

CAMS ratloed estimates are'averaged on each ,date for each univer­

sal stratum. When a segment is deleted by CAMS, D replaces the


estimate, S the screened segment, and T the thresholded segment.


If 	the estimates are blank, then no figure has been received.


The strategies are denoted as follows:


* 	 OLD for all first-generation segments.


* 	 NEW for all second-generation segments.


o 	 MIX for the mixture of first- and second-generation segments


in the United States.

























STRATUM KS 1-2 OLD 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/13 10/11 
1350 7.0 7.0 10.5 7.0 7.0 7.0 
1181 24.8 24.8 24.8 29.0 29.0 23.0 
1351 14.0 14.0 11.3 11.3 11.3 13.0 
1352 14.4 14.4 3.1 11.9 11.9 11.9 
n= 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Average 15.05 15.05 12.43 14.80 14.80 13.73 
B-4 




Segment ... ...... 
6/8 - 6/10 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1168 13'.3 13.3 17.6 4.0 S 
1335 45.9 45.9 45.9 43.5 4'3.5 42.5 
1033 5 1 5.1 5.1 2.0 s 
1288 35.2 35.2 35.2 8.0 8.0 14.9 
1169 3.5 3.5 3.5 22.1 22.1 25.2 
1293 10.6 10.6 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 
n=­ 6 6 6 6 4 4 
Average 18.93 18.93 19.68 15.07 21.1 23.35 
B-5 





6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1889 34.7 34.7 34.7 38.2 38.2 38.2 
1170 70.2 70.2 70.2 63.9 63.9 62.9 
1336 36.1 36.1 37.6 34.19 34.9 34.9 
1172 58.3 58.3 58.3 46.7 46.7 41.7 
1173 27.1 27.1 27'.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 
1337 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 17.6 17.6 
1890 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8 
1891 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 27.2 
1174 33.9 33.9 33.9 38.6 38.6 38.6 
1892 28.7 28.7 28.7 43.1 43.1 43.1 
1175 32.0 32.0 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4 
1338 63.7 63.7 63.7 68.8 68.8 67.8 
1893 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 18.6 18.6 
1176 59.7 59.7 59.7 63.9 63.9 63.9 
1177 50.5 50.5 50.5 72.9 72.9 72.9 
1339 66.3 66.3 66.3 62.5 62.5 62.5 
1340 23.9 23.9 55.4 45.7 45.7 45.7 
n= 17 17 17 17 17 17 
Average 39.58 39.58 41.92 43.20 43.43 43.35 
B-6 






7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1878 
1856 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 
1035 18.6 18.6 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
1290 42.4 42.4 42.4 42.4 42.4 42.4 
1858 40.8 40.8 44.8 44.8 44.8 44.8 
1292 29j5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 
1860 31.9 31.9 0 20.8 20.8 '17.4 
1852 38.4 38.4 26.2 26.8 26.8 30.0 
1041 23.6 23.6 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5 
1286 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 
1853 29.3 29.3 D 25.9 25.9 
1886 
n= 10 10 8 9 10 10 
Average 29.75 29.75 30.75 29.20 28.87 28.85 
B-7 





6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1289 23.9 23.9 41.8 41.8 44.5 45.3 
1857 27.0 27.0 38.8 44.9 44.9 44.9 
1025 39.9 39.9 39.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 
1291 33.7 33.7 35.4 35.4 35.4 44.7 
1859 24.1 24.1 24.1 24.1 T 
1866 44.1 44.1 49.0 49.0 49.0 49.0 
1861 20.0 20.0 20.0 18.0 18.0 22.8 
1284 18.4 18.4 31.0 28.3 28.3 25.8 
1294 33.9 33.9 43.9 43.9 43.9 43.9 
1862 
1863 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 
1854 37.1 37.1 37.1 37.1 37.1 37.1 
1865 14.4 14.4 20.5 20.5 20.5 17.0 
1032 3.5 3.5 23.5 47.5 40.4 40.4 
1864 31.1 31.1 30.8 30.5 30.5 30.5 
n 14 14 14 14 13 13 
Average 26.47 26.47 32.52 35.17 35.68 36.37 
B-8 
STRATUM KS 10 OLD 
Aggregation dateSegment 
6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11


1031 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 T 
1287 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 29.1 31.6 
n= 2 2 2 2 1 1








STRATUM KS 11 OLD


Segment Aggregation date 
6/8 6/20 7/7 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1016 13.4 13.4 22.6 15.9 14.6 14.6 
1278 28.3 28.3 28.3 28.3 31.8 31.8 
1279 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 22.5 
1017 14.8 14.8 14.8 22.1 22.1 13.3 
1880 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 19.4 19.4 
1024 9.2 9.2 26.9 32.9 24.9 24.9 
1280 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 
1851 42.3 42.3 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 
1153 4.2 4.2 4.2 21.0 21.0 21.0 
1027 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 21.1 21.1 
1285 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 
1019 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 30.1 30.1 
1295 4.0 4.0 4.0 29.2 29.2 29.2 
1875 14.8 14.8 D 22.8 21.8 21.8 
1155 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 T 
1020 28.4 28.4 29.8 25.6 25.6 29.8 
1281 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.2 28.8 27.6 
1877 45.7 45.7 34.5 34.5 26.9 34.4 










STRATUM KS 11 OLD, Concl. 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/7 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1022 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 
1021 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 
1282 11.6 11.6 11.8 15.0 15.0 23.9 
1296 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 T 
1157 21.8 21.8 21.8 9.9 9.9 13.3 
1023 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 25.9 
1283 43.9 43.9 43.9 26.9 26.9 26.9 
1855 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 
n= 27 27 25 26 24 24 
Average 20.97 20.97 21.84 22.59 22.41 22.88 
B-II 
STRATUM KS 12 OLD 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1179 17.4 17.4 17.4 19.9 19.9 19.9 
1349 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 
1151 32.9 32.9 32.9 19.0 19.0 16.5 
1152 48.2 48.2 48.2 38.9 38.9 38.9 
1297 11.4 11.4 11.4 15.0 
1879 11.5 11.5 24.0 24.0 24.0 33.4 
1881 14.8 14.8 14.8 14.8 25.4 25.4 
1346 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 S 2.4 
1882 15.3 15.3 45.5 45.5 45.5 49.5 
1883 5.2 5.2 5.2 7.0 7.0 7.0 
1884 27.8 27.8 27.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 
1299 1.5 1.5 1.5 30.8 30.8 30.8 
1347 8.8 8.8 7.9 5.0 5.0 6.2 
1876 21.4 21.4 21.4 10.0 10.0 18.3 
1885 39.5 39.5 39.0 52.8 52.8 44.7 
1343 14.2 14.2 14.2 10.9 10.9 10.9 
1300 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 D 
1888 .5 .5 44.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 
1348 3.5 3.5 1.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
ii5 2. a 2.6 16.1 17.9 17.9 17.9 
n= 19 19 20 20 18 19 
Average 16.98 16.98 21.57 23.02 23.27 23.62 
B-12 
STRATUM KS 13 OLD 
,e Aggregation date 
6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1344 17.2 17.2 24.1 17.1 17.1 12.7 
1180 42.3 42.3 28.6 26.3 26.3 26.3 
11 3 14.3 14.3 14.3 11.4 11.4 11.4 
1345 18.8 18.8 11.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 
1183 10.2 10.2 10.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 
1166 7.1 7.1 10.5 6.2 6.2 7.0 
1353 11.5 11.5 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 
1354 8.3 8.3 3.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
1184 1.2 1.2 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4 
1167 5.1 5.0 5.0 2.0 
n = 9, 9 10 10 i'0 10 
Average 14.54 14.54 13.68 12.50 12.50 11.84 
B-13 

















12.8 12.8 12.8 12.9 12.9 12.9
1162 
 




n = 3 3 4 4 4 4






STRATUM KS 15 OLD 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/13 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1154 25.8 30.7 
1156 20.0 20.0 29.9 29.9 29.9 29.9 
n=1 1 1 1 2 2 
Average 20.0 20.0 29.9 29.9 27.85 30.3 
B-15 




















6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/9 10/11 
1033 5.1 541 5.1 2.0 S


1168 13.3 13.3 17.6 4.0 S


812 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

n= 3 3 3 3 1, 1 









6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/9 10/11 
803 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4 
1170 70.2 70.2 70.2 63.9 63.9 62.9 
1173 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 
800 38.1 38.1 38.1 38.1 38.1 38.1 
1174 33.9 33.9 33.9 38.6 38.6 38.6 
1892 28.7 28.7 28.7 43.1 43.1 43.1 
1175 32.0 32.0 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4 
1893 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 18.6 18.6 
1176 59.7 59.7 59.7 63.9 63.9 63.9 
n= 8 8 9 9 9 9 
Average 38.15 38.15 36.11 38.0 38.3 38.2 
B-18 





6/8 6/20 7/11 /10 9/9 10/11 
1035 18.6 18.6 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
1292 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 
822 
825 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 
823 21.1 21.1 21-1 21.1 21.1 
n= 3 4 4 4 4 4 
Average 23.87. 23.18 22.27 22.27 22.27 22.27 
B-19 





6/8 6/20 7/11 8/14 9/14 10/11 
821 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 
1857 27.0 27.0 38.8 49.9 49.9 44.9 
1025 39.9 39.9 39.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 
818 29.3 29.3 29.3 29.3 29.3 
819 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
1859 24.1 24.1 24.1 24.1 T 
1861 20.0 20.0 20.0 18.0 18.0 22.8 
1284 18.4 18.4 31.0 28.3 28.3 25.8 
1864 31.1 31.1 30.8 30.5 30.5 30.5 
n= 7 9 9 9 8 8 
Average 25.43 23.81 26.49 28.5 29.05 28.71 
B-20 
10/11 
STRATUM KS 10 MIX


Aggregation dateSegment 6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/13 
1031 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 T 
n=1 1 1 1 0 0 
Average 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
B-21 





6/8 6/20 7/11 8/14 9/14 10/11 
1016 13.4 13.4 22.6 15.9 14.6 14.6 
1017 14.8 14.8 14.8 22.1 22.1 13.3 
1880 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 19.4 19.4 
1024 9-2 9.2 26.9 32.9 24.9 24.9 
1153 4.2 4.2 4.2 21.0 21.0 21.0 
1027 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 21.1 21.1 
1019 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 30.1 30.1 
1155 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 T 
1020 28.4 28.4 29.8 29.8 25.6 29.8 
1281 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.2 28.8 27.6 
1877 45.7 45.7 34.5 34.5 26.9 34.4 
864 1.0 1.0 
1887 3.7 3.7 D 34.5 S 
1022 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 
863 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 
1021 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 
1282 11.8 11.8 11.8 15.0 15.0 23.9 








6/8 6/20 7/11 8/14 9/14 10/11 

1296 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 T 
1023 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 25.9 
n= 19 19 18 19 17 17 
Average 20.47 20.47 22.36 23.77 21.28 21.39 
B-23 














































































































































































n= 10 13 13 13 13 13 
Average 18.15 16.58 16.79 16.62 16.62 15.85 
13-24 














STRATUM KS 15 MIX 
Aggiegation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/11 8/14 9/14 10/11 
842 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.6 
1154 25.8 30.7 
n= 0 1 1 1 2 2 
Average 20.6 20.6 20.5 23.2 25.65 
B-26 













STRATUM KS 6 NEW 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/13 10/11 
810 
81" 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7


812 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0


n = 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Average 14.35 14.35 14.35 14.35 14.35 14.35 
B-28 















































































n= 8 9 10 10 10 















823 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1


824 49.6 49.6 49.6 49.6 49.6


825 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5


826 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3


n= 2 4 4 4 4 
Average 36.55 27.13 27.13 27.13 27.13 
B-30 





6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/13 
813 19.7 19.7 19.7 19.7 
814 37.4 37.4 37.4 37.4 
815 27.9 38.2 38.2 38.2 38.2 
816 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1 
817 28.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 
818 29.3 29.3 29.3 29.3 
819 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
820 42.3 53.6 53.6 53.6 53.6 
821 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 
= 5 9 9 9 9 
Average 27.68 28.16 28.16 28.16 28.16 
B-31 
STRATUM KS 10 NEW 
Aggregation dateSegment 
6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/13 
880 15.6 15.6 15.6 
n= 1 1 
 





STPATUM KS 11 NEW 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
6/8 6/20 7/11 8/10 9/13 
860 
861 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 
862 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 
863 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 
864 1.0 
865 29.6 29.6 29.6 29.6 29.6 
866 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 
867 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 
868 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1 
869 23.7 
870 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 
871 33.9 33.9 33.9 33.9 33.9 
872 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 
873 26.2 26.2 26.2 26.2 
874 27.3 27.3 27.3 27.3 27.3 
875 24.7 24.7 24.7 24.7 
876 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 

















 n 12 16 16 16 
 18






STRATUM KS 12 NEW 
Aggregation date 
6/8 6/20­ 7/11 8/10 9/13 10/11 
1349 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 
847 27.2 27.2 27.2 27.2 27.2 27.2 
857 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6 
846 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 
1151 32.9 32.9 32.9 19.0 19.0 16.5 
1879 11.5 11.5 11.5 24.0 24.0 33.4 
1297 11.4 11.4 11.4 15.0 
1881 14.8 14.8 14.8 14.8 25.4 25.4 
853 13.8 12.8 12.8 12.8 12.8 12.8 
1884 27.8 27.8 27.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 
1347 8.8 8.8 7.9 5.0 5.0 6.2 
1876 21.4 21.4 21.4 10.0 10.0 18.3 
852 0 0 0 0 0 0 
843 18.7 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 
1888 .5 .5 44.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 
1348 3.5 3.5 1.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
1158 2.6 2.6 16.1 17.9 17.9 17.9 
n= 16 16 17 17 17 17 
Average 14.34 ,14.34 17.32 17.71 18.33 18.39 
B-35 
STRATUM KS 12 NEW, Concl.


Segment Aggregation date 
6/8­ .6/2-0 7/11 8/10 9/13 
843 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7 
84-4 32.3 32.3 32.3 23.3 23.3 
845 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 
846 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 
847 27.2 27.2 27.2 27.2 27.2 
848 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
849 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.-6 
850 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
851 38.6 38.6 38.6 38.6 38.6 
852 0 0 0 0 0 
853 13.8 12.8 12.8 12.8 12.8 
854 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 
855 14.6 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 
856 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2 
857 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6 
858 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 
859 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 
n= 14 17 17 17 17 
Averags 22.39, -19.61 19.61 17.61 17.61 
B-36 
STRATUM KS 13 NEW


-agmen Aggregation date 
6/8 6/20 7/11 8/1.0 9/13 
827 20.2 20.2 20.2 20.2 20.2 
828 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2 
829 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 
830 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 
831 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 
832 20.0 20.0 20.2 20.2 20.2 
833 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 
834 27.6 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 
835 13.9 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 
836 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 
837 
838 12.7 12.7 17.0 17.0 17.0 
839 32.6 32.6 32.6 32.6 32.6 
840 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
n = 7 13 13 13 13 
Averaga 19.73 15.61 15.94 15.94 15.94 
B-37 


















6/8 6720 7/11 8/10 9/13


841 28.1 28.1 28.1 28.1 28.1


842 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.6


n = 1 2 2 2 2





























































































































































































n= 24 21 22 
Average 19.9 24.6 25.6 
B-41 













































































n= 11 10 9 
Average 27.1 29.4 32.3 
B-42 
STRATUM ND 21 MIX 
,Aggregation date 
Segment 
8/10 .9/9 10/11 
1456 10.7 13.6 13.6 
1458 31.1 
1469 20.4 20.4 
1601 31.3 
1602 7.4 21.4 21.4 
1605 12.3 12.3 
1625 8.9 15.0 
1626 0 S 14.6 
1627 
1628 
1629 0 18.6 18.6 
1630 12.6 8.2 8.2 
1631 
1638 
1646 3.7 14.0 14.0 
1648 25.5 25.5 25.5 
1650 6.1 D 
1651 17.7 17.7 18.4 





STRATUM ND 21 MIX, Concl. 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
8/10 9/9 10/11 
1653 16.7 16.7 16.7 
1656 
1657 1.3 D 
1660 13.1 13.1 19.3 
1611 
1895 28.6 30.3 30.3 
1902 .7 T 5.2 
1909 







n= 15 15 19 
Average 10.4 16.9 18.4 
B-44 
STRATUM ND 22 MIX 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
8/10 9/9 10/11 
1912 4.4 4.4 5.9 
n-1 -1 1 
Average 4.4 4.4 5.9 
B-45 






































































STRATUM ND 19 NEW, Concl.


-* - Aggregation date 
Sarent 8/10, 









































n = 1:6 
Average 13.5 
B-47 



































































































































































8028 27.8 27.8 27.8 
8031 30.1 30.1 31.7 
8049 19.8 19.8 19.8 
8038 49.2 
8234 33.3 
n= 3 3 5 
Averae 25.9 25.9 32.0 
B-52 
















































n = 5 6 7 
Awraga 23.9 26.2 30.9 
B-53 
















8/1 9/2 9/27 
8029 16.7 16.7 40.4 
8030 18.8 26.5 26.5 
8090 19.0 19.0 19.0 
8045 30.1 30.1 
n= 3 4 4 
Average 18.2 23.1 29.0 
B-55 
STRATUM KST 8 OLD 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
8/1 9/2 9/27 
8083 63.8 63.8 63.8 
8207 14.1 14.1 14.1 
8209 8.3 38.11 38.1 
8212 37.0 37.0 37.0 
8215 27.3 27.3 27.3 
8224 7.5 7.5 7.5 
8225 31.8 31.8 31.8 
8238 58.0 58.0 58.0 
8241 31.5 31.5 31.5 
8247 6.6 6.6 6.6 
8258 43.9 43.9 43.9 
8086 72.9 73.7 73.7 
8016 22.7 22.7 22.7 
8226 12.0 12.0 12.0 
8228 48.9 48.9 48.9 
8255 25.7 25.7 25.7 
8211 42.2 42.2 
8077 31.5 31.5 




STRATUM KST 8 OLD, Concl.


Segment 'SegentAggregation date 
8/1 9/2 9/27 
8206 14.1 14.1 
8221 54.6 54.6 
8203 47.2 57.1 
8037 0 0 
8201 0 0 
8213 14.1 14.1 
8229 54.6 54.6 
8254 61.3 
8235 0 
n= 16 26 29 



















































STRATUM KST 9 OLD, Concl. 
Sm Aggregation data 
Segment 
8/1 9/2 9/27 
8236 33.9 33.9 
8245 31.5 31.5 
8263 43.9 43.9 
8240 54.6 
8262 32.3 
n= 13 22 24 
Average 32.2 32.5 35.9 
B-59 




























































































































STRATUM KST 8 NSS, Concl. 
Segn Aggregation date 
&8/i 9/2 9/27 
8037 0 0 
8201 0 0 
8213 14.1 14.1 
8229 54.6 54.6 
8254 61.3 
8253 0 
n = 12 22 24 
Average 33.6 31.4 .31.3j 
B-61 










































































































































STRATUM KST 9 NSS, Concl. 
Aggregation date 
Segment 
8/1 9/2 9/27 
8245 31.5 31.5 
8263 43.9 43.9 
8240 54.6 
8262 32.3 
n = 13 22 24 
Averap 32.2 32.5 35.9 
B-63 












Averap "6.4 6.4 
B-64 
STRATUM TSL 7 OLD 
Aggregation date 
8/1 9/1 9/27 
8339 4.8 4.8 
n--
Average 4.8 4.8 
B-65 




























































































































































STRATUM TSL 8 OLD, Concl. ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Segment Aggregation date 
8/1 9/1 9/27 
8305 31.7 31.7 
8116 14.3 14.3 
8330 57.4 57.4 
8309 62.2 62.2 
8328 19.1 19.1 
8103 52.6 
8336 18.3 
n= 13 24 26 
Average 16.5 25.4 27.1 
B-67 









n= 0 0 1 
Average 6.4 6.4 
B-68 






8339 4.8 4.8 
n = 0 1 1 
Average 4.8 4.8 
B-69 




- Aggregation dlata 
8/1 9/1 9/27 
8109 30.3 30.3 30.3 
8321 17.5 40.6 40.6 
8332 31.1 31.1 31.1 
8347 14.3 14.3 14.3 
8308 5.6 43.8 43.8 
8315 19.9 19.9 19.9 
8101 2.4 2.4 
8102 27.9 56.6 
8110 22.3 22.3 
8312 56.6 56.6 
8341 22.3 22.3 
8322 19.9 19.9 
8305 31.7 31.7 
8116 14.3 14.3 
8103 52.6 
8336 18.3 
n=6 14 16 





AREA AND PRODUCTION AGGREGATIONS






AREA AND PRODUCTION AGGREGATIONS


The following tables (C-I to C-14) give the area and production


aggregations on yield models (taken from ref. 2). The yield


models are those derived by the Center for Climatic and Environ­























































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER OF HISTORIC WHEAT' NUMRER OF 	SAMPLE
STRATUM HISTORIC VARIANCE SEGMENTS
WHEAT AREA AGSEGmENTS SQUARE PROPORTION USED ALLOCATED
ACRES A 
121 	 0.0L670 4 01-2 75438?.0 	 0.00600 6 3434177.06- 716685?.0O215 
76 0.01310 17 
A 
in 












 0.00490 1 215 9226?.0 2 	 al2064 	 0.01216 111TOTAL 10925000.0 
 




STRATUM WHEAT AREA 
ACRES ACRES 	 SCUARE ACRES PER CENT 382267.1 139034.5 	 19330596864.o 36.371 
1849557P11.0 S5.7556 380362.1 139034 
.0 	 10.2556 320962.0 13552.95547101388 
 
1 147310.o0 226456.6 A.02?
5128?575360.'0 15.373 14168.0 	 17R6. 	 295155R3488.09 	 6227 20 0 68.3991 	 .0 71241.9 
401'241 2165716.0 22142'. 3 
12 	 160 17 .6 16144 9.1 	 678276624R.0 15.i8q8800f.0. 2 0437 4  26 01R?3? 8A  0 IA.IS5}3 50Y589 58 131P. 0 2Q.qR414 7501360. 1 22492).3566,.3 
	 703206144n0 	 3.q43
15143601.4 	
 
TOTAL 12355338.0 615704.9 3707853728A.0 	 4.3 
WHEAT PRODiCTiON PRODUCTIONSTRTUHEAT 	 WHEAT 
STRATUM PRDJT HVARINMCE 
VCvPROOUCT1 ON STANDARD FRRPR 
BUSHELS BUSHELS 	 SOUARF AtISHELS PER CENT 
78.814140907693211649.01-2 15061319.0 11810455.0 7228811.0 52255709462528.fl 	 85.9966 8405996.0 53.4311610163375046656.l7 75100304.0 40126848.0 104.R64
37537696.0 1409078374957056.O8 35796384.0 	 64.166
981720002199551.9





51.63972 64A89578537511 52 193728.0 26952528.0 	 66 36531998064.0 1q238"/179951616.0
48 15040.0 

















































































































































































































































































































































































STRATUM HISTORIC NUMBER OF HISTORIC WHEAT NUMER OF SAMPLEWHEAT AREA AG SEGMENTS VARIANCE SErGENTS 



















































































































































































































































































































































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 



























































































































TABLE C-2.--KS OLD 




















































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER IT HISTORIC WHEAT 
AG SEGMENTS VARIANCE 

































226456.6 251, ....34... 
 1 0 	 2Q51 58 4,9 .0 9666220.0
7435. 
	 & . 049027PO51R221422.3 	
 67H276A8R4.0260417.4 
 
16!89.1 	 26078732 288. 0







WHFAT WHEAT PRODICT |N 






190 27 4.0 62?4666845144.0 
 
1306463.0 70915438526464.0 
17 338L9 8.0 300616035336192.0 
























































































































ORIGINAE PAGE IS 
OF oor QUALIT 
C-9

TABLE C-2.- Continued. 
(c) August 10. 






PROPORT ION U(PED SEGMENTS ALLOCATED 






































TOTAL 10929000.0 2004 0.01216 113 81 
STRATUM WHEAT AREA WHEAT 
STANDARD ERR OR 
WHEAT VARIANCE AREA CV 
ACRES ACRES SOUARF ACRES PER CENT 
1-2 
6 455336.2 292149.4 149444.7 123193.6 22 333715 2. Q1517667173?.0 32.R21 42.13 



























S066 131200. 0 
3121411516.0 
8703226752.0 
















































































































































































































TABLE C-2.- Continued. 
(d) September 9. 

NUMBER OF HISTORIC WHEA7 
AG SEGMENTS VAR IANrE 
S UARE PROPORTION 
121 0.010 
76 0,OM 00 










WHEAT WHEAT VARIANCE 








209670.5 4396172 640.0 









WHFAT WHEAT PRODICT ION 
PRODICTI ON VAR IANCF 
STANDARD FRRPR 
BUSHELS SOIIARF RJuSHELS 
5452875.0 * 24133'-4 4On.O 
5361542.0 287461322A4fR.0i 
19 87568.0,98367264777)57.6







16395999.0 268828 3051904.0 

7-484261.0 5 M141 8RI6R 06.0 
8747A03A.0 7&52n5l,408R89. 0 














































































































STRATUM HSTRIC uMBe OF . HISTORIC WHFAT :NUMFR iF SAMPLE 
WHEAT AREA 
 AG SEG4ENTS VARIANrE. , SFrFNTCAftES 
-. 




 121 0.01670) 4 0
6 - - 43417-7.0 76".oon 4 31166853.0 215 o.0 40 I- 38 1042027.0 192 0.1600 10 5 
9 1411018.0 2S9 0.01461 - 13 00 0RS44.0 20 0.01480f 1 1 
121 222045.0161t8ea  390 1 2.0R
2 7 .0.01520 4 20


•13 1373088.0 2S3 0.013RO I 17
243 
.014R(0 10 1414 808657.0 
 149 
 0.00160 4
15 92263.0 3Q 00490 2 20

TOTAL 10925000.0 
 2004 0.01216 108 81






 SOUARF ACQFS PER CENT







 226550.3 51325034496.0 9.161
8. 14084 18.0' 189294.1 351132?5 36.o .3440 
9 2395072.0 2165D.8 465876n 7120.0 1.44010 -9n94.4 519$. z 27o)9. .04012 2269176.0 122494.5 
 15004901376.o 
 398
12 178337A.0 290995.9 8 46786068R.0 16.31713 761652 2 50913.8 2 16.314
14 1 13;r079 8 2774964224.0 I9  814
7302401 39794.6 
 57501417472.r) 32.83815 197735.0 4072.2 16177858.0,, ?.(134TOTAL ,2924812.0' 589115.1 




 WHFAT WHEAT PRonOTIfNf' PRODIJCTIINPRODICTION PRODUCTI rv VARIACF 
STANDARD FRROR VA€Fcv
BUSHLS BUSHFLS SCIARF PIISHFL; PER CFJTS11784586,0 431506h.0 1861970052t416.n 36.6167 1P995f4t;.0 5164142.0 ?2687R77349qz.n 39.740 
aS4 4 6 4"8 0.'0 j94858 5.0 37969846?nsAoT?. 0- 28.r530 2154945.0 477426$in67 40.n 2.9666897832.0 
 1958620 .0 38361949955(AR64.1) 28.39510. 42 93917.0 1169431.0 13676859R835;1.0 27.36 
', 79677'.0. 4o.
13 19358,;0 o S2AOjQH97)a 2733.n82
 
142
T5015 13 8747603.0 765?0563408R96.0 41.594
5694765.0 4323.07.99
L 3722 33984.0 23170976.0 
-36
899415.0 6.225 



































































































































C-3.- KS MIX FEYERHERM YIELDS 


































































































































































































































































































HISTORIC NU4BER (F 















9226 'A.0 ?z 
10925000.0 2004 
 
WHEAT AREA WHEAT 














1080227.0 143M 9.9 
646808.7 68726.9 115262.2 4744. 9 
11231557.0 586301.8 
 



































































































































































TABLE C-3.- Continued. 

(c) August 10. 

NUN8ER OF HISTORIC WHEAT NUMBER OF SAMPLE 
STRATUM HISTOREC AD EENTS ANCE SEGMENTS 



























































































WHEAT WHEAT PRODUCTION PROODUCTION SURAIUK WHEAT PRODUCTION PRODOUCT ON VARIAJCE cv USLS STANDARD ER SQUARE BUSHELS PER CENT 
75.355
24185472.0 584937233186815.91-2 32095408.0 84.77216589A.)0 1327436.0 176286879232.06 13&9fl 50492 1856.0 54.46967928912.0 37000368.07 771 184.0 768242410848 5.q 104.8918 26424704.0 65.119746516050345983.99 41957968.0 21 32244T.0 55.8691261807075328.0
in 2010597.0 1123303.0 
 51.663
861161612378111.9
11 56802352.0 29345552.0 
 7371 7295.9 66.9991395 7b32.0 l65i67 6.O - 46.058 
14 20657216.0 13597797.0 184900070146047.9 104. n 4465.195 

























































































































































































































192)90415824896.079 r309?146 76. 0 
 


































































































































































































































NUMBFR OF HISTIRC WHFAT 
SFGMFN$ VRA6
ARIANrF 






















2n4 	 0.01742 
 





ACRFS 	 SOUAQF ARF s 
8065. 1 	 650623443 2.10 39022.3 3 5Z273612R0 
323746.6 10481 3855RT2. 0 
146461.2 	 2145088372.f0 
33?R 	 1 l181&24&400.0n 
 
8 .1547 6586672.0 
20655P.8 4266&.24677.fl 
270148.7 7298029477A.0 
138742.1 1Q249381 7A.0 
82273.3 	 676R8qP04 .0 
8402.9 	 706036R.0 
 
647SSS ,B 	 4193?849152.0 
 





BUSHELS 	 SMiARF IIJSHFLS 
25002256.0 62511284414451 1.9 8110451.0 6577q4206?6944.0'
.270.if 13 7 9 0 16 55.67507i 04,0 
 
7 a.0 76824241 0M4R8?5S. 
281524.4.0 7Q25fl07841I3 ,63.Q 
1085477.0 1178260733952.n 
26712464.0 7135553975746r5.9 











































































































TABLE C-4.- KS MIX ­






















































10R~44 0 70 
11A6RS5.0 
212?045.0 390 
161 AR5.0 297 
1373099.0 25380,657.0 149 
92263.0 %0 
109 2500n.0 2.04 
WHEAT ARFA WHEAT STANDARD ERR OR 

ACRES, ACf1S 
iTfll7.85 645?.4Sn757.8 3144.1 

J035'31.O 348191.8 
* .168140.0 15367.4 
1674 "1.0 200n44.5 

l29qR .4 7566.7 










297536.0 66919i 1. 
is"3 9.0'?659S3.07 92r%019043200.0 
32971440.0 10164509.0 





177 5;904.0 5 44141.0 




HISTflRIC 4HFAT 'NIIMRFR 
VAREAC.4
SOtRhF PRrPIp(WIO iIS 
0.016700.00800



























771 ,07 On 1n.0 
15J,.'44.O 
5,623,73444.1) 
WHE4T PRnPICTin VARI &'4CE 
Sff*ARE F I#54LS 
447720jfQ39136.35111 1084416.0 



















































































































HISTORIC NrBER OF 




434177.0 7611668±53.0 215 















14'109 25000.0 2U7 

WHEAT AREA WHEAT 

ACRES STANDARD IRES 

78245.7 
17842 7 t319 -68
792503.0 





























2541613.0 1 15537.4 




3319549.0 906807.5323468032. 0 23215856.0 
HISTORIC WHEAT 
VARIANCE 































2898 0979695616.05982845 64.051.9 gs~ 8 t 5 ,. 






































































































































































































































PROOUCTI ONSTANDAR ERRDR 
 
BUHELS 











































































































































































TABLE C-4. - Continued. 
(d) Septenber 9. 
,T QA'TI 4 H I 'I I C NIJ BR n F ,I S Tfl 9I C. H' TFA w.ir. 6 R i - S t PI* 







































0. 0 14k 

















































































































































































P N3 A11; A'64.f f A
















20 * '3 
1.443 
PRrGIIAD PAGI 

















































































































































































































7 57471. 1 
 
,4tIFAt 
























































SlCJAR F AC'kFS 
ASO 124432. (
52273618.0 
 )$59P7 2.011748111 
2145OAR3fl7?.0 
I I11 le4 






I 'P1157A. 0 
 
6 76A Rn04R. 0 
/0A0OR3&A,0 
5137445 1776. n 
 

























































































































































S HISTRrIC MBCR Q 
WHEATAAU4 EMNY 
 A A 
 
1-2 754383.0 121 
 




8 104 2027. 0 192 
 
9 1411078.0 259 
 
10 104R44.0 20 
 
II 2122045.0 390 
 
12 1611889.0 297 
 
13 137148A8.0 253 
 
14 8DRf9.0 149 
 
15 922630.0 32 
 
TOTAL 11755367.0 20G4 
 
MEAT AREA STANDARD RSTRATUM STRAUM WHEA  N RAT 
ACRES ACRES 
1-2 921619.4 1.10850 
6 422133.4 1717 8. 
 
7 2235969.0 430365.0 
a 1650158.0 606713 
 
9 1990449.0 k. 281886.9 
 
10 140217.7 11151.3 
 
t1 2573658.0 226672.6 
 
12 1570159.0 298147.6 
 
13 1266205.0 230649.3 
 
14 768397.4 102119 
 
15 758817.8 6189.7 
 
TOTAL 14297681.0 989870.3 
 
WHEAT 







1-2 36311792.0 2738996A.0 
78400988 713112996.0*141305 455,16.00932 445 0A6 DA0
 
9 45382208.0 2941376.0 
 
10 302R700.0 168923.0 
 
6202512D.0 31915344.0 




14 24588704.0 14051379.0 
 
T 23750976.0 24706880.0 
 
408674304.0 154635536.0 
HISTORIC UHAT NUMAER,F SAMPLE 
VAR ANtE USD SECMFN SWE PROPO" ON USED ALLnCATED 















0.01380 13 '17 
0.01480 6 14







WHEAT VARIANCE AREA CV 



























WMHET PRODUCTION PR0DJICTIOM 
VARIANCE cv 





















































































































































N BER g 





























































HISTORIC WHEAT NUJMER 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE C-5.- Concluded. 













































































STRATUM WHEAT APEA WHFAT WHFAT VAPIAN(F ARFA CV 
ACP'9SAC S STANDARD FRRRA(CAFS SOOMP Ar.R P pFR CF T 























































PRO OX T ffit 


















5, 1"116 'n 
35305 15o'. 0 
24539920.075-.0247.0 
36666. 0336521164.0 



























































































































































































NUMBER QE HISTORIC WHEAT NUMBER 
AG 5EGMENTS VARIANCE 
 SOLMRE PROPORTION USED 
121 0.01670 0 
6 O.ORO0 2 

215 0.01310 8 

192 
 0,00610- ? 

259 0.01460 4 

20 0.0 4R0 0 
'90 0.01520 13 

?q7 .0I3RO 13 

253 0.014R h 

1>A9 0.00160 0 
12 
 0.0049n 1 

2004 
 0.0109 1 49 

WHEAT WHEAT VARIANCE 

STANDARD ERROR 
ACRSS S4J ARE ACRFS 
103951.1 
 mI05 R25536.0I 
172778.0 29852229632.0 



















9V9870. 3 979 4?1)9456.0 

WHFAT WHEAT PROD(lCTInN 
PRODUCTION VARIANCE 
STANDARD FRROR 




5763024.0 3322241 354A544.n 
17430064.0 3038f9 196017120.0 

20958064.0 439240131346432.0 




 1351 04?0976.O09.118 
21388V0.0 4574499 Q446976.0 




f,710578. 0 45 -l1 59683329 .f 
6264221.0 392406S334 24. 0 

























































































































































































































































































































. StIARE EliSHFIS 
47147131076608.032144072114176.0359692773621760.0 
21W4641 8061970.0 
2779R77491 4496. 0 
RA1ASAA25;744.0420761302Q90 44.08,7522B2561280.0
7645177A3??96.0 





















































































TABLE C-6.- Concluded. 
(c) September 13 and October 11. 
STPATIM HISTOSUC 


























?1 22045 .n0 
I41IRRS.0 
I17308a0 








































































29617 Anq P.0n1. 


























63 iP3f7 P. P 
937n(07A3,'4.o0 








RN'I OCTI ON 




































(h7146074117 On. 0 
32143btfl7514%4 0 . 0 
4919AR A331711It. 
P1604393A73q57.0 
249,92 S17'i44411 .0 















TOIAL 147377 0?r. 0 11 53011H0.0 4 4793 7. 0961 * 7 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1 




TABLE C-7.-- ND] MIX 
(a) Adigust 10. 
OF HIST(OR1WHFAT MtiMRFA OF S;AMPLF ,HI~mic NUMBER tFE A FC4FNTSQLICATYF?STRATUM SOIA RF IPRAJARnPO I (A(, SEGMENTS 'p ATO 115Fn tLCAFEAT  omprWHEATA 
240,02050 1t040 1I 32is 7 .0a 2 4O19 3 9 11. n 0.0 5R42
49704H5.0 1 10.O7Rnoi 41 I.0419 51662
40RS47.0
22 99716 0TOTAL 
AGFA CVWHEAT VARIANCWHFAT
STRATUM WHEAT AR EA STANDAk D FRR ORII PFR CFNT
SOUARF ACRE5





19 16496n4. 4q 7R .R 
















4 4325.907882 18713478.71 21.81
3749.04







































TABLE C-7.-- continued. 
(b) Septeiaber 9. 



































t 6.06?4 114RI14A 




















P FT 106 ILS PER CENT A n SQVABI BUSfaD rRlWRuitPf nlflflCTllN s 





















HISTORIC NHBER OF HISTORIC WHEAT 
WHEAT AREA VARIANCE 
STRATUM ACRES AG SEGMENTS SWARE PROPORTION 
19 3263028.0 540 0.02050 
 
20- 1335591.0 239 0:01260 
 
21 4970485 0 842 0 01580 
 
22 408532 0 41 0.07800 
 
TOTAL 9977636 0 1662 0 04392 
 
WHEAT WHEAT VARIANCE 
WHEAT AREA STANDARD ERROR 
STRATUM ACRES ACRES SQUARE ACRES 
 
19 3511823 0 191400.0 36633952256 0 
 
20 1961490 0 123292 8 15201124352.0 
 
21 3934748.0 352416.5 124197404672 0 
 
22 .236104.2 19455.0 378496000.1 
 
TOTAL 9644165.0 435914.6 190021500928.0 
 
WHEAT WHEAT PRODUCTION 
WHEAT PRODUCTION 
STRATUJ PROOUCTION STANDARD ERROR VARIANCE 
103 BUSHELS 103 BUSHELS 106 SJARE BUSHELS 
19 89793.22 3540.742719 12536859 56 
20 52020.94 2471.841217 - 6109999 699 
21 ' 76726.65 6744.588053 . 45489467 96 
22 4603.95 376.6470496 141863 37 





HISTORIC HISTORIC WHEAT 
WHEAT AREA NUMBER OF VARIANCE 
STRATUM ACRES AS SEGMERTS SQUARE PROPORTION 
19 3263028.0 540 0.02050 
20 1335591.0 239 0 01260 
21 4970485.0 84? 0 01580 
22 408532.0 41 0 07800 
TOTAL 9977636 0 1662 0 04392 
WHEAT WHEAT VARIANCE 
WHEAT AREA STANDARD ERROR 
STRATUM ACRES ACRES SQUARE ACRES 
19 3511823 0 191400.0 36633952256 0 
20 1920303.0 117717.3 13857357824.0 
21 3934748.0 352416.5 124197404672 0 
22 236104.2 19455.0 378496000.0 
TOTAL 9602978.0 434370 5 180677750784 0 
WHEAT WHEAT WHEAT PRODUCTION







STRATUM 103 BUSHELS BUSHELS 108 SQUARE BUSHELS 
 
19 89793 38801792 0 12626687 
 
20 50928 21242064.0 5571694 
 
21 76727. 43799936.0 45489468 
 
22 4603. 2623463 0 141868 
 




























































































TABLE C-8.- ND 'NEW


(a) August 10, September,9, October 11.


STRATUM HISTORIC NUMBER OF HISTORIC WHEAT NUMBER OF SAMPLE 
WHEAT AREA AG SEGMENTS VARIANCE SEGM4ENTS 
ACRES SQUARE PROPORTION USED ALLOCATED 
19 3263028.0 540 0.02050 26 33 
20 1335591.0 ?39 0.01260 15 15 
21 4970485 0 842 0.01580 25 ,34 
22 408532 0 41 0 07800 1 1 
TOTAL 9977636.0 1662 0 04392 67 83 
STRATUM WHEAT AREA WHEAT WkMAT VARIA19E AREA CV 
STANDARD ERROR 
ACRES ACRES SQUAE ACRES PERCENT 
19 3242976 0 309644.1 9587949S680.0 9 548 
20 1658995 0 150340.3 22602203136.0 9.062 
21 3243036 0 401889 8 161515372544.0 12.392


22 187777.4 22148.1 490540288.0 11.795 
TOTAL 8332784 0 546065 7 298187751424 0 6.553 
STRATUM WHEAT WHEAT WHEAT MDUCTION PRtODUCTION 
PRODUCTION PRODUCTION VARIANCESTADARD ERROR 
BUSHELS D SHELS CV PERCENT3  S 106 SQUARE BUSHELS 
19 82920 41087792 0 32730497 6 9 
20 43198 20991312.0 9067771 6 8 
21 63239. 41401248.0 59130777. 2 2
 

22 3662 2395698 0 182142 1.7


TOTAL 193819 22504416 0 31954440. 2 9 
(b) December [T4]. 
STRATUM HISTORIC NUMBER OF HISTORIC WHEAT NUMBER OF SAMPLE 
WHEAT AREA AG SEGMENTS VARIANCE SEGMENTS 
ACRES SQUARE PROPORTION USED ALLOCATED


19 3263028.0 540 0 02050 16 33 
20 1335591.0 239 0 01260 7 15 
21 4970485.0 842 0 01580 11 34 
22 408532.0 41 0 07800 0 1 
TOTAL 9977636.0 1662 0 04392 34 83 
STRATUM WHEAT AREA WHEAT WHEAT VARIANCES AREA CV 
STANDARD ERROR 
ACRES ACRES SQUARE ACRES PERCENT


19 1848435 0 294571.5 86772285440 0 15 936 
20 869866 3 201837.9 407341565 0 23.203 
21 182606.0 470362.3 2212406t3104.0 25.765 
22 150049.4 38659.8 1494678688 0 25.765 
TOTAL 4693956.0 621782.9 38661396496 0 13.246 





103 BUSHELS I BUJSHELS 1,t6 IORE BJSHELS CV PERCENT 
19 47262 5441.19996 29606557.27 11 5 
20 23071 4039 195836 16315103 44 17 5 
21 35599 89% 357096 80934441 14 25.3 
22 2925 740 881232 548905.67 25 3
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W4EAT AREA 































TABLE C-9.--KUR OLD 
(a).August ,. . 
. NtSI4hFR fF HISTORIC WHFAT





WHFAT W14FAT VARIANCF 

STANDARD PRRPR 
HECTARES SQLIARE HETARFS 
2441n.7 595f3172.n5666P.2 '421 32PR32n016a 
617T?.3 380717004,.0 
, iWHFbT PRnnICTjr­( WHEAT 
SMOA)oCrTIE rdIOR V4RIANrFSTAtIOAkn FkinR 





.. 113621.4 3014437AR3P.0 

(b) September 2. 

'iU'4 fR OF HISTORIC WHEAT 
A,'%F.1,PSTS VADIAMrr 
SOIA RF PROPnRTIf#J 
76 n.O1820 
143o 0.8n0?R 
219 0. 07970 
'.HFAT 'WHFAT VARrANCE 




WFWHATPEAT 'P TlN 
PR ODUCTIm VARIACFl'V 
STANDAAW ERROR Vcv 



















































9 1 1 A15 1.0n 
11 9611,45i.4,irTA ?1Rn2,.O 
STRAT1ifM WHEAT AREA 
HFCTARFS 
9 PA CA. 3 
TPTA L 707116.2 










TABLE C-9.- Concluded. 







































VAR I ANCE 













































































TABLE C-10.-- KUR NSS 
(a), Atgust 1. 
NUm$F4 nF HISTORIC WHFAT 







WHrAT WHFAT VARIANCE 
STANDARD FRRORNECTAR FS SOIjARE HK TARES 
13664.8 15472&406.0 
10824.1 117]6n896.n
2 44A 8.9 599104837.0 
AHFA T WHEAT1 PRnIICTTSVJ 
PROIIJCTIrNf VhRIANCF 
STANDARD FRQnR 
IPeTRIC TONS SQUARF METRIC TOINS 
96045.6 92247A1344.0
71079. I 5788033024.0 
172124.6 2q6Z6RQ7TR. 0 
(b) September 2. 
NUMAF€( FIF HISTrlPIC wHEAl 
At, SEGMFNTS VARIANCE SOIJARF PROPORT ION 
76 nO1S2 
1 43 n. OOiOt 
?9 (1.4 1070 
WI-FAT WHEAT VARIANCF 
STANDARD F R0R
HECTARFS SOIAMF HCFTARFS 
5B33'7.7 3'o?V7n59q7O,0n
462n&.3 21350T7672.0 
10453P.9 1 M2 A394 40. 0 
Wt4FAT WHEAT PRODIET ION 
?gDtJQII ON VARIANCESTA OARD ERROR
*METRIC TfltNS SOIIARF METRIC TOnS 
40 7?tbS. 1,9e0086 8IA.fl 
11462.9 1?424qqoA.0


























































TABLE C-10.- Concluded. 
(c) September 27. 
HISTnRIC VMNA1 MI$RER lI SAMPLFSTI6TM HIqTnic NUM6FR rPFWHFAT ARFA A6 SEGMENTS 	 VARIANCF SFGMFNTS ; HF CTARG 	 S04JAR- PRnPnRTIflN ISEO ALLOCATEA 
76 	 3 
TOTALt 218n pon.o 219 	 0.07970 6 7 
WFAT ARFA 
	 WIFAT VARIANCP
TI I4 WHFAT 	 ARPA CV
 STANOARn FRR 
HFCTARES HfCTARrS 	 SOIAE HFCTARF.S PER CFT






 6s. 	 39
4283R3948R.0 
TOTAL P&)I5 .8 130215.6 l695A)OBfO. 15. 4 
STPATUM HFAT W14FAT WHFAT PRPICTInm PRO QICTIQ 
PRrmaCT|fIN 'oIUC! "IIIN VAR IANF Cv 
STANDARO ERROR 
SQUARF MFTRIC 	TONS PER rFNT
METRIC TONS METRIC TOmS 

1 457771.6 1323H.8 175245P2 757.0 2R.9 
11 AQ&90. 8 140372.8 1Q70 52 52. A P5-
TOTAL 95,770.3 272721.6 7437?6A5&4.) 8.1.74 


































































15h& 929. 0 






NIJI4BFR OF HISTORIC WHFAT 














WHEAT WHEAT 'RCOICTITnJ 
PR OITI nN VAR IANrF 
STANDARI) FRRPH 










NUmaR nF HISTORIC WHEAT 












HFCTARFS SOIIARP HFC.TARES 




IHFAT WHEAT PROInICTIC* 
T'RODUCTI rN VARI ANCE STANDARD ERRPR 
METRIC TO'S SOIIARC METRIC TONS 






































































TABLE C-ll.- Concluded. 



























































SOUARE PRnPORT ION 

























































































































NU4BFk O -:VAR IANCF - II MFTS 
'AG bEbMENTS "ST ORI WFAItU.FPNnTN ? eDFN LpSlpCLCAD 
0.003$( 13 34 
4003 04330.10 P 68 
WHFAT VARIANCE AREA CVSTANDA kf) WHfFATFR OiR 01 F F T FSP * r M 





.982"-1.3 ?92qq&2496 0. 12.133
3639.4 157125443584.0 11.676 
PRn'tIIT PROJITI3'"WHFAT WHEAT ON 
P R ODUCTI flN VA IAMrF V 
STANDARD FRRnR 
METRIC TONS SOUIARF MFTRIC TnNS PER CNT 
426254.8 18169318604R.0 53.78,730l3533.3 1470977n224-.0 52.164 
795751.6 6322Mt 44.. 
(b) September 2. 

NUN8ER nF HISTORIC WHsPT NUMBFR OF SAPPLE SC4"ENTSAG SEGMFNTS VARIANCE 
SOIARF PR POIRTIN US;Fn ,ALLOCATFn 
510 0.043 20 - 35 
4q3 0.03RO 2 33 
1003 0.'04371 44 68 
WHEAT WHEAT VARI.ANCE AREA CV 
STANDARD FRRPR PER CENTHECTARPS SQUARE HECTARES 
23408 4. 54Tc'm647O4*n 14.206 
n 824143750. 7f,4A3R A
274699.4 75459TRA800.0 8.335 
WHPAT WHEA T PRODICTION PROOtICTI ONCvPROFOUCTIVOJ VARI ANCE 
STANDARD E.RAR 
METRIC TONS SO[IRF METRIC TONS PER CFNT 
314364.6 A88263R7456.0 3q 74q
148343.9 22005927936.(0 18.756 




























































HISTORIC WHEAT NUMBER PF SAMPLE VARIAHCE SECAFN s SQUARE PROPORTIt.N USED ALL1CATEO 
0.043;?0 24 35 0.00380 24 33 
O.04371 48 6R 
WHEAT 	 VARIANCE AREA CV 
HEC TARES PER CFNT 
14.29?
5?243q4g56.0 
 8.0282 35 	 60384f0 T.9R76596903934.0 
WHF&T PRODICTION )ROOICTJflN 
VARIANCE Cv 




























































































































TABLE C-13.- TSL 































































































3954RP 04R .0 
5044939776.0 

WHEAT P RnICTIN 
VARIANrE 





































































































































































































































































































































































H-rT AP FS 



















NUMBER OF HISTRIC WHFAT 
AG SEGMENTS VAR!ANCF 
SOLIRE PROPORTION 
 
9 o.0n 5n 
]1 o.Oqq0 
t 110 V. 014-)a 
574 0.05000 
704 0. 04727 
WHEAT WHEAT VARIANCE 
.STANDARD FRROR 








 268134.0 72003092..40.0 
WHFAT WF\T PRODIET TJ 
PRODUC7IIO' VARIANCF
STANDARD FRRnR 
METRIC TnNS SOIIARF METRIC TONS 
1701.2 ?R94044.0 
3969.4 1 5756474.0 
29487.4 8695091 20.0 
24832S.6 6166S',79 OM .O 




Nb$ HFR OF HISTnR C WHEAT 
A, SFGMFTS VA'IAMCF 
SOIARF pRnPRTIOnN 




k?-1 0.'oboflO 7n4 0.04727 
 





H FCTA- FS SI;ARP H-TARFS 
144 .6 22?I4Alq n0 
177)9.4 ZqA&'.,II 0 
? 1 -e44;., 472k 122PA24.0P 
2396); 6.1 7 4207 9ARRR .n 
.-.IrAT WHP% T P-annlrTt 'ON 
PPRIII)ICTI rN VART ANtF 
STNIIARD FIn" OR 
FI-1IC Tn"S SIIARF IETRIr TNf'C 
21RO.1 47020A. f 
'o0an11l7. 7Ar)y6nWpfol,"k 
?r'SIt9 )6SS12.t 
51'-SA. 5 IA f2i-1''71 ?n.0% ' ­
; 4 ]P231$61q29F,.I5 0 
NtiII FR (IF SAMPLE 
, 'FC-Q4FNTS 





























































I 'A.- I7 













STRATUM HISTORIC NUWefR OF HISTORIC WHFAT NUMPER OF SAMPLF 
WHFAT ARFA AG SEGMENTS VAQIANCF SFt#SMTS 
HECT AR E, SCIARE PRnPORTIrW USFn ALOCATED 
3 Al 7A . 9 0.00157 0 f 
4 11', n.ooqqn 0 0 
7 I1R, "10 0.(1430 1 6 
8 1? 2?65?.( 574 0.0500O 16 44. 
TOTAL 139757.t 704 0.04727 17 50 
STRATUM WPFAT AREA NHIFAT WNFAT VARIANCF ARFA CV 
STANDARD FRRnR 
HFFT ARES HECTARFS S0IIAR HFCTARF, PER rFNT, 
3 12,163.0 1640.8 2692253.0 1.3602 
4 ;A14A4. 382F.6 14Ar7833, 11.60" 
7 157S09.2 18965.0 35967052 .O 12.041 R 176nR5n.0 239511.8 573hq872640.0 13.602 TOTAL 1)5R64.0 263946. 0 69667454976.f0 13.477 
STRATtJM 4HFAT WHEAT PRntTIOM PRWIICTInl4 
PAfnlIOtTIt'4 pR OrTJriN VARIAMCPJF STANDARD FRROR 
METRI C TrNS ME791C TONS SOIARF MFTPIC TOWV PFR rCNT 
3 A6152.1 2419.9 rA5R143.0 39. 35 
4 14354.9 5646.5 31R83424.() 39,335-. 
7 80327.6 31243.1 97 I2QO?4.f-R.R95 
8 s9q03.3 353243.8 1:478131)9360.0 39.3%5 
TOTAL 99R6T8 39Z535.3 154083983360. 0 39.298 








SPRING-WHEAT TO SPRING-GRAIN RATIOS FOR








SPRING-WHEAT TO SPRING-GRAIN RATIOS FOR


SECOND-GENERATION SEGMENTS IN NORTH DAKOTA


Second-generation segments in North Dakota (ND) with spring­
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